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FUZzy A]NALYTIC NETwoR,]< PRocESs APPRoACH FoR SHOPP]ING
CENTER LOCATION SELECTION PROBLEM

Keywords - Analytic ııetwork process, fiızzy logic, multiple-crileria decision making, shopping cenıer
seleciioıı.

INTRODUCTION
Evaluating shopping center location se]ection alternatives is a typical multiple-cıiteria decision;naking

(MCDM) probleıı in the plesence of a set of quantitative aıd qualitative evaluation criteria. So, in thiıı work,
we utilized analytic netwolk process (ANP) method, because it has been widely used for determining the best
Satisrying alternative from a set of possible options. The ANP method is used because, in the world of üe
decision ııraking, as a holistic approach, the ANP nethod developed by T.L. Saaty It] is ı]eeded if ali :riteria
and alternatiVeS iııvoived are connected in a network systeın accepting Various dependencies.

Furtl'ıernıore, if coırıpared the ANP with the aı]alytic hierarchy process (AHP) dcvcloped by T.L. Saaty [2],
the AHP is ırot suitable for decision probleıns that cannot be lıieraı,chically structured because tirey invo]ve the
interactions and depel]deı]cies in higher or loweı ]evel eleınents. In other words, ANP incorporates fe,:dback
and interdependent relationships aı,ıong decision cıiteria and alternatives Il]. This provides a more a()culate
approach for ııodeling complex decision environment [3, ,1].

In addition, a decision maker's requirements on evaluating a set of alternatives in a MCDM pı,oblem
always contain ambiguity and ııultiplicity of meaning. Furthermore, it is also recognized that ıuman
assesment on qualitative attlibutes is always subjective and thus iııprecise. Therefore, conventionaL ANP
seeııs to be inadequate to capture decisioı ıııaker's requirements explicitly.

So, in this work, in order to model this kind of unceılainity in human preference, fuzzy sets could be
incorporated with tlre pairwise comparison as an extension ofANP. This fuzzy ANP (FANP) approach allows
us a more accurate description for shopping centeı location selection problem.

RELATED LITERATURE
In literature, a number of studies have been realized in various fields using the ANP aıd its fuzzy

extension, fuzzy ANP since first introduced. Soııe oi them are presented here; Hamalainen and Seppalainen
[5] presented ANP-based framework for a nuclear power plant licensing pıoblem in Finland. They us:d the
pairwise comparison procesS with the consiStency index to determine the weightingS of the altelnatives ANP
is also used to incorpoıate ploduct lifecycJe in replacement decisions [6]. Meade and Pıesley [7] used thr: ANP
method for R&D project selection. Agaı,wal and Sha,ıkar [8] plesented a framewoık for selecting the trust_
building environment in e-enabled supply chain. Lee and kim [9] proposed an integration mocel by
integrating the ANP and goal programming for interdependent information system ploject selection.
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Zeki Ayuğ, Fuııda Sanıanlıoğlu, Ahmet Yücekaya

Abstruct Tlıe shoppiııg ceııter locatioıı selectioıı problem has beeıı crilical issue for invesıors iü1 fast-
gü'oül'ing retail markets for a loııg tinıe. In the preseııce of maııy allerrıatiyes qnd selection crileria, ıhe
problem becomes q multiPle-criıeri(J decisioıı making (MCDM) shopping ceııter locatioıı seleclioı.ı problem.
Therefore, the inyestors have ulilized yarious methods lo successfully carü)) out this dfficult anC ıime-
consuming process. Iıı lhis ıııork, oııe of the mosl used MCDM nıetlıods, İhe Analytical Neİ,Nork .ProceSS
(ANP) is introduced to present a per;fornıarıce analysis oı,ı the shoppiııg center localian selectioı,ı p,o[/ga.
Furlhermore, we utilize a fıuzy exleıısion of ANP ıthich uses uncertain human preferences as iılput
infoımalion iıı lhe decisioıı-making process due to the fact lha| a fıazy logic nıetlıod providing more aı)curocy
oıı judgments. The resulting fuzzy ANP (FANP) enharıces lhe patenlial of .he conveı,ıtional ANP for cealing
with imprecise aııd uı,ıceı,laiıı human comparisoıı judgmeııts.



Yurdakul [4] used the ANP method to measufe long-term performaıce of a manufactuıing company.

Camahan et al. |10] also used fuzzy ratings for multi-attribute decision making. Buyukozkan el zıl. [11] used

fuzzy ANP to prioIitize design requirements by taking into account the degree ofthe inteldependence between

the customer needs and design requirements and üe inner dependence among them. Mikhailov and Singh Il2]
used fuzzy ANP and its application to the development ofdecision support systems.

PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, first fuzzy logic is introduced; second fuzzy ANP-based approach and its steps are

pİeSented.
Fuzzy logic

The key idea of fuzzy set theory is that an element has a degree of membership in a fıızzy set [ 13, 14].

A flJzzy sel is defined by a membership function (all the information abo|t a fuzzy set is described by its
membership function). The membership function maps elements (crisp inputs) in the universe of discourse

(interval that contains all üe possible input values) to elements (degrees of membership) within a certain

interval, which is usually [0, t]. Then, the degree of membership specifies the extent to which a given element

belongs to a set or is related to a concept. Finally, if the value lies within the interval [0, 1], the element has a

certain degree of membership (it belongs partially to the fuzzy set). A fuzzy set, then, contains elements that

have different degrees of membeıship in it. In this study, the triangular fuzzy numbers (TFNr, 1 to 9 , are used

to 1epresent subjective pairwise comparisons of selection process (equal to extremely preferred) in oıder 1o

capture the vagueness (table 1). A fuzzy number is a special fuzzy setF={(x,pr(ı)}_xe,R}, where x takes it

values on üe real line, R:-"o < x < +cı and 7ı,(ı) is a continuous ınapping from .R to the closed interval [0,

1]. A triangulal fuzzy number denoted asM =Q,.,u), wherel <ııı (ı, has the following triangular type

membership function:

p,(,) =

0

0

l<ı<m

m<İ<u

X>u

In conventional ANP, üe pairwise comparison is made using a ratio scale. A frequently used scale is the

nine_point scale [15] which shows üe participants' judgments or preferences. Even though the discrete scale

of 1_9 has the advaıtages of simplicity and easiness for use, it does not 1ake into account the uncertainty

associated with the mapping of one's perception or judgment to a number. The TFNs are utilized to improve

the conventional nine-point scaling scheme of the ANP.
Fuzzy ANP-based approach

ANP represents relationships in a form of network but does not require as strict aS hieraIchical structue

and therefore allows for more complex interrelationships among the decision levels and attributes. The overall

objective is to find out the best shopping center location altemative. The determinants, dimensions and

attribute-enablers used for evaluating a set of location altematives are determined based on üe needs and

expectations of the investor. That's why that they may differ from an investor to aıother. They are also so

critical elements in determining the best alternative, because they directly affect to determine the ultimate

altemative out of the available options. After constructing flexible hierarchy, the decision maker is asked to

compare the elements at a given level on a pairwise basis to estimate their ıelative importance in ıelation to

the element at the immediate proceeding level.
Next, üe proposed approach is presented step-by-5tep:
Step I. Model construcıion and problem strucluring: The top most elements in the hierarchy of

determinants aıe decomposed into dimensions and attribute-enablers. The decision model development

ıequires identification of dimensions and attribute-enablers at each level and the definition of their
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inteıreIationships. The ultimate objective of hielafchy is to identi0, alternatives that are significant fo;" finding
out best Shopping centef location aItemative.

SleP II. Building pcıiı"vıise comparison mqtrices betweeı,ı conıpoııent/altribules levels: By using T]]Ns, the
decision-maker(s) are asked to Iespond to a series of pairwise compaıisons with respect to an upFer level
"control" criterion. These are conducted rvith respect to their relevance importance towafds the contfol
criterion. In the case of interdependencies, components in the same ievel are viewed as coııtrolling
components for each other. Levels may also be interdependent. The TFNs are used to indicate the relative

strengıh of each pair of elemenıs in ıhe saıne hierarchy. Then. ıhe fuzzy judgment matrix. ,4 ıo, )viapair
wise comparison is constructed as given below;

1o,
ozı l

a, a^

a.

,_

where,

Oın

l

When scoring is conducted for a pair, a reciprocal vaiue is automatically assigned to the r()velse

comParison witl'ıin the mat x. That is, if rı, is a matrix value assigned to the relationship ofcomponent l to

comPonent 7 , then a, is eq|a| lo 1l o,] . Altelnatively, by defining t]re interval of confidence level a , the
triangular fuzzy numbeı can be characterized using the following equation (Eq.l ):

Vcr e [0,1]

" " 
_|' ,u]=tt,ıı- ıP +t,,(u - nıP +u] (1)

Some main operations for positive fuzzy numbers are described by the interval of confidence, by Kaufnıanı
and Gupta [16] as given below:

Vn.ı,,mn,n,,nn e n- ,U " =|rr,.;Ir " =|ri,";|r.[1,1]

u a fu =[,,i, + "i,.i + "1] ıı o İı =[,i - ni,ni _ n1]

ua İı =[.i,i,*;"i] uı İı _|,,; ı ni,nı] ı nil
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Whilea is fixed, the following judgment matrix can be obtained after setting the index of optimism, P, in
order to estimate the degree of satisfaction. The eigenvector is calculated by fixing the p value and

identifu ing the ma.ximal eigenvalue.

aın

Or,

.; = p";"+(1-1ı)ai,,Vpe [1,1]
(2)

Aw = ),^^w (3)

where, 2.* is the largest eigenvalue of,4

Slep III. Calculating consisıency ratio (CR) for each paiııı,ise comparison mqtrix: Aftel constructing all
required pairwise judgınent matrices between component/attlibutes levels, for each, the consistency ratio (CR)

should be calculated.

The deviation ftom consistency, the measure of inconsistency is called the consistency index (Cl) and

calculated using the following equation (Eq.4):

1 _,
C] =':Lg " , where İ Is matnx Slze

n-1
(4)

The CR is used to estimate directly the consistency of pairwise cornparisons, and computed by dividing

the C1 by a value obtained from a table of Random Consistency Index (RI), the average index foı randomly

generated weights [2], as shown in (Eq.5).

Ca=CI
R]

Ifthe Ci less than 0.10, the comparisons are acceptable, otherwise not.
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cl - c-ııt is known to incorporate the experts oI decision maker(s) confidence over his,/tüer prefeience or the

judgments. Degree of satisfaction for the judgment matrix is estimated by the index of optimismP

determined by the decision maker. The larger value of index l indicates the higher degree of optimism. The

index of optimism is a 1inear convex combination [17] as defıned in the following equation (Eq.2):

once the pairwise comparisons are completed, the local priority vector u (also referred as e-Vector) is

computed using (Eq.3) as üe unique solution:

l



SleP IV. Paiııt'ise comparisoıı malrices af inier-depeııdeııcies; In order to reflect the intefdepend()ncies in
network, pairwise comparisons among all the attribute-enablels ale constructed and their consistenı)y ratios
are calculated as we previously defined in Siep II ar,d Step II1,

Step V. Super-matrix formqtioıl aııd aııalysis: Tlre super-matrix folmation allows a resolutiolr of the
effects of intefdependence that exists between the elements of the system. The super-matrix is a palitioned
matrix, where each sub-matrix is coııposed of a set of relationships between two levels in thJ graphical
ınodel Three Şpes of relationships may be encountered in this model; (1) independence from suİceeding
comPonents, (2) interdependence an]ong con]ponents, (3) interdependence between levels of com]]onents.
Raising the Supei-matrix to the power 2}+1, where ,t is an arbitrary large number, allows convergence of the
interdependent relationships between the two levels being compared. The super-matrix is conveıged for
getting a long-tem stable set ofweights.

SteP VL Selection of the shoppiııg ceııler localioıı Qllerııaliye; The equation of desirabiliıy iııdex, D' for
altemative i and determinant a is calculated using the following equation (Eq.6):

ıı Şo,
p jD jJD,, (,5)

SteP VII. Calculatioıı of Shoppiııg Ceııter Localioı,ı Seleclioıı Weighıed Index (SCLSWI): To finajize the
analYsis ofthe selection, SCLSWI is calculated for each a]ternative. The SCLSWI value is the producl ofthe
desirability index, D," for each alternative. Then, the SCLSWI values are normalized to prio1itize the
alternatives to determine the one with highest value.

In this section, we applied the proposed approach to a real-life example as follows: First, the ANP network
diagram using Super Decision Software is given (FIGURE 1).
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FIGURE 1

AN..P Network Stıxcture Represented in Super Decisions Software
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FIGL]RE 2

Sample Application in Super Decisions

CONCLUSION
The shopping center location selection as a MCDM problem has been critical issue for investors in fast-

growing retail malkets for a long time. ]n addition, it is difficult and time-consuming process to evaluate

potential altematives in terms of a set of evaluation criteria, Therefore, in this study, we used the ANP
int.g.ut.d with fuzzy logic. Because fuzzy ANP (FANP) uses uncertain humarı preferences as input

information in the decision-making process due to the fact that a fuzzy logic method providing more accufac!
on judgments. The resulting fuzzy ANP (FANP) enhances the potential ofthe conventional ANP for dealing

with imprecise and uncertain.
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